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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ADAPTIVE MUTATIONS THE ENVIRONMENT 
AND THE CONSEQUENCES FOR ADAPTATION IN ESCHERICHIA COLI 
by 
Kenneth Mark Flynn 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2011 
Phenotypic plasticity, epistasis or both are expected to influence the 
adaptive value of mutations and, by extension, how organisms adapt to new 
environments. We investigated interactions among five mutations that arose and 
fixed in a laboratory-evolved population of E. coli in a variety of different external 
environments. Overall, we found that positive pleiotropy tended to be positive 
rather than antagonistic and that epistatic interactions were common regardless 
of the external environment. The nature of the epistatic interactions depended 
strongly on the external environment and altered which adaptive paths were 
selectively accessible. Ultimately, achieving high fitness in a new environment 
was not due to synergistic interactions occurring between new beneficial 
mutations. Rather, new mutations that minimize antagonistic epistatic 
interactions while also improving fitness overall are most favorable. Thus, the 
fate of a new mutation does not solely depend on its individual fitness effect, but 




When the effect of a mutation on an organism's phenotype differs across 
environmental conditions, the mutation is said to Interact' with the environment. 
The 'environment' may be defined either as the external environment or the 
genetic environment; that is changes in abiotic factors such as temperature and 
available carbon sources, or changes in the genetic context in which mutations 
occur, such as different strains with variable alleles, genomic arrangements and 
the gene content. Interactions can co-occur in both of these environments. Since 
mutations that underlie organismal adaptation can have different effects 
depending on the external environment (phenotypic plasticity), their genetic 
environment (epistasis) or both (Kim & Rieseberg 2001; Kishony & Leibler 2003; 
Remold & Lenski 2004; Wagner 2005), such interactions are predicted to play a 
major role in the dynamics of adaptation and the ability of organisms to adapt to 
new environments (Ebert 1998; Futuyma & Moreno 1988; Kassen 2002; 
Koricheva et al. 2004; Roff & Fairbairn 2007). 
The influence of epistatic interactions on adaptation 
Two mutations are said to Interact' when the combination of their effects 
on a phenotype (usually fitness) is non-additive. This phenomenon is called 
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epistasis and we refer to these types of interactions as gene-by-gene (GxG) or 
epistatic interactions, where the genetic environment is defined as the presence 
or absence of additional mutations. For example, if we have two mutations with a 
known effect on an organism's phenotype or fitness, we can determine if an 
interaction exists through experimentation. If mutation A causes a 5% increase in 
fitness and mutation B causes a 2% increase in fitness, then the combined effect 
on fitness will be 7.1 % (Note that this is the multiplicative effect of the fitness of 
both alleles: 1.05*1.02) assuming no interaction. However, the measured fitness 
effect of the combination of these mutations may be more or less than 7.1 % and 
this phenomenon is referred to as epistasis. 
The concept of epistasis and its effects on how organisms adapt 
originates from early theories of speciation that predate the discovery of the 
genetic code (Wright 1930, Fisher 1930). These theories speculated about how 
interactions between evolved traits could influence patterns of adaptation. For 
example, the genetic exchange between different species of plants 
(hybridization) could represent a powerful mechanism for acquiring new adaptive 
variation (Anderson 1949, Anderson and Stebbins 1954, Stebbins 1959, Grant 
1963, Rieseberg et al. 1999). However, hybridization often results in hybrids with 
low fitness, causing different plant species to be reproductively isolated from one 
another (Muller 1942, Templeton 1981, Orr 1996; Arnold 1997, Dowling and 
Secor 1997). The cause of reduced viability of hybrids is suspected to be caused 
by a variety of different factors, including epistatic interactions between mutations 
found in divergent backgrounds (Dobzhansky 1936, Muller 1942, Orr 1995, 
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Turelli and Orr 2000, Orr and Turelli 2001). In addition, epistatic interactions have 
also been implicated in the evolution and maintenance of sex (Fisher 1930; 
Muller 1932; Otto & Lenormand 2002; Cooper et al. 2008). For example, epistatic 
interactions between beneficial alleles may actually cause sexual populations to 
evolve more slowly than asexual populations that experience less mixing of these 
alleles and, by extension, antagonistic epistasis (Kondrashov 2001; Wolf et al. 
2000). 
Epistatic interactions have also been implicated in the extent of 
evolvability of founder populations by allowing certain adaptive mutations to be 
selectively accessible (Barrick et al. 2010, Woods et al. 2011). The definition of 
evolvability used in this context is the ability to produce and maintain potentially 
adaptive genetic variation (Wagner and Altenberg 1996). For example, one study 
focusing on rpoB mutant strains of E. co//found a strong negative correlation 
between evolvability and the fitness effect of the mutation, and concluded that 
strains carrying a more deleterious mutation consistently demonstrated increased 
evolvability (Barrick et al. 2010). In addition, another study found that an 
alternative lineage was ultimately outcompeted by a less fit lineage due to the 
GxG interactions that allowed for a new beneficial mutation to be compatible 
(Woods et al 2011). As a result, GxG interactions can influence the adaptive 
landscape by allowing or preventing certain mutational trajectories to be 
selectively accessible at any given time. 
It is also important to note that the term epistasis can have subtle but 
different meanings given the context. For example, epistasis is used to describe 
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how a mutation in one gene could mask the effect of another due to their 
involvement in the same biochemical pathway or operon in prokaryotes. For 
example, the gene that masks an effect of another would be considered epistatic 
while the gene being masked would be considered hypostatic. This example 
represents a special case of the general phenomenon of epistasis since the 
combination of the effects of both genes could also be described as non-additive. 
In addition, a suppressor mutation also represents a specific example in which 
the effects of two mutations are non-additive. Examples of such interactions have 
been observed in various organisms adapting to strong selective pressures 
including the acquisition of drug resistance that comes at a fitness cost (Poon 
and Chao 2005; Sanjuan et al. 2005; Maisnier-Patin and Andersson 2004). As a 
result, it is feasible that epistatic interactions among genes involved in the same 
biochemical pathway can influence how organisms adapt to new environments. 
Most models of molecular evolution assume that sites in sequences 
evolve independently. This assumption is used in a wide variety of different 
computational applications that do not take covariance among sites into account 
(Korberet al. 1993; Gobel et al. 1994; Shindyalov et al. 1994; Valdar et al. 2002; 
Charlesworth & Eyre-Walker 1993). But if this assumption is incorrect and 
epistasis is on average neither weak nor rare, then such models may either 
under- or overestimate evolutionary rates. Clearly, more empirical data is 
required to assess the overall importance of epistasis. 
Until recently very little empirical research has probed the nature of 
epistatic interactions on organismal fitness, despite the uncertainty. Early genetic 
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experiments with Drosophila suggest epistasis has a weak or at most moderate 
effect on fitness (Spassky et al. 1965; Temin et al. 1969). However, within the 
last ten years several studies utilizing microbial systems demonstrate that 
epistasis should not be ignored. For example, several studies using direct 
experimental manipulations to compare the individual and pair-wise effects of 
defined mutations found evidence for widespread epistatic interactions (Segre et 
al. 2004; Tong et al. 2004; Elena & Lenski 1997; Sanjuan et al. 2004; Cooper et 
al. 2005; Van Driessche et al. 2005). More recently, a few groups have used 
specific non-synonymous mutations to study interactions between amino acid 
sites within the same coding sequence (da Silva et al. 2009; Lunzer et al. 2010). 
One study found that adaptation of a Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type I 
(HIV-1) exterior envelope glycoprotein to a novel host-cell chemokine receptor 
was difficult due to the strong interactions between amino acid sites, which 
increased or decreased fitness by more than nine orders of magnitude. In 
addition, many mutational trajectories were found to be selectively inaccessible 
due to these interactions (da Silva et al. 2009). Another study examined fitness 
epistasis among amino acids of an isopropymalate dehydrogenase (IMDH) 
protein and found that nearly all sites experienced negative epistatic interactions 
and that few mutations could ameliorate the effects (Lunzer et al. 2010). Both of 
these studies illustrate that there can be very strong epistatic interactions 
between distant sites that are difficult to predict a priori. 
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The influence of phenotypic plasticity on adaptation 
In addition to epistatic interactions, a mutation can also interact with the 
external environment conditions (GxE interactions). When the phenotype of a 
mutation changes with the external environment conditions, this phenomenon is 
referred to as phenotypic plasticity. For example, if mutation A causes a 5% 
increase in fitness in the original environment, it is possible that the fitness effect 
of this mutation will change when the environment changes. If the effect of 
mutation A changes from 5% to 10% in a new environment, the mutation is said 
to interact with this environment. In addition, plasticity can also cause mutations 
to be detrimental under different conditions since a mutation that is beneficial in 
one environment may not be beneficial in another. Consequently, mutations that 
are plastic also tend to influence multiple phenotypes. 
Phenotypic plasticity that causes the fitness effect of a mutation to change 
across environments can influence how organisms adapt to new environments. 
For example, a mutation that increases fitness in one external environment, but 
decreases fitness in alternative environments, will lead to specialization 
(Futuyma & Moreno 1988). This effect on fitness is also considered pleiotropic 
since multiple phenotypes are being affected at once. This example of 
specialization also represents a particular example of pleiotropy called 
antagonistic pleiotropy, where adaptation to an environment is associated with a 
trade-off. For example, parasites often become avirulent to a previous host after 
acquiring mutations allowing for increased virulence in a new host (Ebert 1998). 
Phenotypic plasticity also plays a central role in theories concerning life history 
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trade-offs (Frank 1996), maintenance of variation (Rainey & Travisano 1998; 
Hedrick 1999), evolution of virulence associated with fitness costs and 
resistance (Frank 1996; Alizon & van Baalen 2005) and sympatric speciation 
(Friesen et al. 2004). Since the external environment can interact with beneficial 
mutations in a variety of different ways, it is important to understand how 
common these interactions are and to understand their basis to better 
understand adaptation. 
Since the effect of a mutation can change with the environment, it is 
feasible that any resulting changes could influence epistatic interactions that exist 
(Figure 1). For example, if mutation A is detrimental in environment X and 
mutation B alleviates some of this effect in environment X, this would represent 
an example of compensatory epistasis. However, if mutation A becomes 
beneficial in environment Y, the epistatic interaction between mutation A and B 
may not remain compensatory in nature. This change in the nature of the 
interaction between A and B could represent an example of a three-way 
interaction between the environment and these two mutations or GxGxE 
interaction. In fact, one study did examine interactions between 18 random 
insertion mutations in E. co//in the context of two external environments (Remold 
and Lenski 2004). Although half of the mutations examined for interactions 
displayed neither phenotypic plasticity (GxE) nor epistasis (GxG), more displayed 
patterns that were characteristic of both (GxGxE). 
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Figure 1. Predictions outlining possible phenotypic plasticity (GxE), epistatic interactions (GxG) or 
combinations of both (GxGxE) between beneficial mutations. 
For simplicity, only three genetic environments (i.e. mutants containing different combinations of additional 
mutations) (symbols and lines) and two external environments (E1 and E2) are shown. A. Phenotypic 
plasticity only (GxE). B. Epistasis only (GxG). C. Interaction between plasticity and epistasis (GxGxE). The 
mutation has different effects across in different mutants and these effects differ across external 
environments. (Adapted from Remold & Lenski 2004). 
Experimental approaches to study epistasis, pleiotropy and combinations 
of both 
Understanding the relative importance of the genetic and external 
environment on the adaptive value of mutations would contribute significantly to 
the understanding of speciation, niche subdivision, reproducibility of evolution, 
and the fate of recombined alleles. To ideally assess the importance of GxG, 
GxE, and potentially GxGxE interactions on adaptation, researchers would need 
to identify and isolate the specific genetic element that is adaptive and measure 
the effect of the environment. Despite numerous experimental observations of 
GxG and GxE interactions, their basis is seldom known (Kim & Rieseberg 2001; 
Ferguson and Read 2002; Remold & Lenski 2004; King et al. 2006). 
Prior studies utilizing transposons to cause only insertion mutations have 
revealed epistasis, but, it is unclear whether these results are representative of 
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mutations underlying adaptation. In fact, additional types of mutations including 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or deletions may be more common. In 
addition, insertion mutations can also have downstream effects where they 
occur. A broader sampling of naturally occurring variation favored by selection 
would be ideal. 
Experimental evolution allows for the detection of truly adaptive mutations 
favored by a selective, experimental pressure. However, researchers using this 
technique are usually limited to measuring the average effect of interactions 
between an unknown number of adaptive mutations and the environment. 
Therefore, it has not been possible to say whether certain mutations are able to 
improve fitness across environments. Consistent with this interpretation, one 
study that did examine the effect of individual adaptive mutations across 
environments found that individual mutations consistently displayed certain GxE 
interactions (Ostrowski et al. 2005, 2008). The distinction between the average 
and individual effects of adaptive mutations is important and interpretations from 
the average effect of adaptive mutations can be misleading. For example, Turner 
& Elena (2000) demonstrated that the average effect of beneficial mutations was 
to decrease fitness in other environments. Conversely, Ostrowski et al. (2005) 
observed that individual mutations could be generally beneficial across 
environments. Given these and other mixed interpretations, we propose that a 
combination of these approaches is necessary to properly study GxG, GxE and 
GxGxE interactions. Experimental evolution will allow the researchers to identify 
naturally occurring adaptive mutations, but subsequent genetic manipulation can 
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be used to isolate the effect of each mutation for experimentation, and to 
distinguish between their average and individual effects. 
Toward a defined collection of beneficial mutations 
In a long-term evolution experiment studying the dynamics of adaptation 
and its genetic basis in E. coli, 12 populations were propagated for more than 
20,000 generations in a simple defined environment (Cooper & Lenski 2000; 
Lenski et al. 1991; Lenski &Travisano 1994; Lenski 2004; Papadopoulos etal. 
1999; Schneider et al. 2000; Sneigowski et al. 1997; Travisano et al. 1995). The 
average fitness of these derived lines was measured by direct competition with 
the ancestor (stored in a non-evolving state for the duration of the experiment), 
and increased relative to the ancestor by approximately 35% over the first 2,000 
generations (Lenski et al. 1991). In addition, changes in diet breadth as a 
function of adaptation were quantified on a large set of diverse substrates and 
demonstrated a general decline in function, but absolute loss of catabolic 
function was rare (Cooper and Lenski 2000). The genetic basis and the individual 
fitness effects of many of the genetic changes responsible for these observations 
were identified and characterized through extensive work (Cooper et al. 2001; 
Cooper et al. 2003; Crozat et al. 2005; Pelosi et al. 2006). In an extension to this 
work, T. Cooper and collaborators have also characterized the first five adaptive 
mutations that arose and fixed in one evolved population (Table 1). 
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Table 1. The five mutations in the order in that they arose and fixed in a 
population of E. co//from Lenski et al. 2002. 
Order Name Gene Mutation Type Description Fitness Cumulative 
Gain* Gain 
1 r 7bs IS150-mediated Loss of nbose catabohc ~1 5%n ~1 5% 
deletion of the function 
rbs operon 
2 t topA C-to-T non- Encodes topiosomerase I 13 3%2 15% 
synonymous and the mutation has 
substitution, been demonstrated to 
H33Y cause an increase in 
DNA supercoiling 
3 s spoT A-to-T non- Metabolizes the signaling 9 4%d 25% 
synonymous molecule ppGpp involved 
substitution, in the stringent response 
K662I, leading associated with 
to the change of starvation, resulting in 
a lysine into an global expression 
isoleucme changes 
4 g glmS 1 bp insertion in Involved in cell-wall ~ 5%4 30% 
the BoxG1 biosynthesis resulting in 
region upstream larger cell-size 
of glmUS 
5 p pykF Null mutation Enzyme involved in the ~-8%b 35% 
due to a Entner-Doudoroff 
premature stop pathway of central 
caused by an metabolism converting 
insertion of PEP -> pyruvate Also, a 
IS150. component of the 
Phosphotransferase 
system (PTS) involved in 
glucose uptake 
* Relative fitness in DM25 experimental evolution conditions relative to the ancestor REL606 1(Cooper et al 
2001), 2(Crozatetal 2005), 3(Pelosi et al 2006), 4(Stanek et al 2009), 5(Schneider et al 2000) 
The first of these mutations, denoted rbs, was discovered due to the loss 
of ability to grow on ribose, and was one of the few resources in which complete 
loss of catabolic activity occurred. Moreover, this loss occurred in all 12 
experimentally evolved lineages independently (Cooper & Lenski 2000). 
Additionally, an unusually high rate of mutation occurred at this site due to an 
IS150 element upstream of the rbs operon that facilitated subsequent deletion. 
This mutation alone led to a 1-2% increase in fitness in the selective 
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environment, which explains in part how the rbs mutation fixed in each population 
once it occurred (Cooper et al. 2001). 
The second mutation, topA, is a nonsynonymous mutation in 
topiosomerase I of a C97T resulting in an H33Y substitution. This mutation was 
found to increase the amount of DNA supercoiling and improved fitness relative 
to the ancestor. Other mutations with similar effects were identified in other 
populations suggesting that DNA topology was a key target of selection (Crozat 
et al. 2004). DNA topology is involved in a variety of cellular processes including 
gene regulation and transcription (Jovanovich & Lebowitz 1987; Pruss & Drlica 
1989; Steck et al. 1993; Gmuender et al. 2001), growth cycle transitions (Balke & 
Gralla 1987; Hatfield & Benham 2002; Reyes-Dominguez et al. 2003; Crozat et 
al. 2004) and responses to a variety of environmental stresses (Reyes-
Dominguez et al. 2003; Goldstein & Drlica 1984; Weinstein-Fischer et al. 2000; 
Higgins et al. 1988; Karem & Foster 1993). This mutation was identified to be 
highly beneficial in the evolved environment and fixed in the population 
coincidentally with the rbs mutations in one of the populations (Cooper et al 
2001, Crozat et al 2004, Barrick and Lenski 2009). 
The third mutation, spoT, was discovered due to parallel changes in 
expression patterns of genes relating to the stringent response in prokaryotes 
that is a stress response as a result of cell starvation. Sequencing of likely 
candidates revealed a nonsynonymous mutation in spoT of an A1985T resulting 
in a K662I substitution. The spoT gene product is involved in the breakdown and 
accumulation of a global gene regulator, tetraphosphate (p)ppGpp alarmone, 
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which explains in part the observed parallel differences in expression for 52 
genes. However, the mutation alone did not account for the entire magnitude of 
changes requiring the presence of additional mutations of a similar effect 
(Cooper et al. 2002). Similarly, when an evolved spoT allele was introduced into 
an alternative evolved E. coli genotype, two different alternative outcomes 
existed. The spoT mutation would either cause a similar effect in the other E. coli 
strain or would have no effect on expression in this background. Since the latter 
was observed, this finding provided additional support that mutations of similar 
effect had occurred in the other replicate populations. In addition, point mutations 
in spoT resulting in amino acid changes occurred in eight out of the 12 parallel 
populations. As a result, mutations influencing expression patterns were found to 
be common and to occur in parallel suggesting changes in expression profiles to 
be a key target of selection. 
The fourth mutation, glmS, is an insertion mutation in the BoxG1 region 
upstream of the glmUS operon. The glmUS operon is involved in cell-wall 
biosynthesis and this mutation, denoted glmS, is one of the few mutations that is 
unique to one of the parallel-evolved populations (Stanek et al. 2009). However, 
this mutation is associated with the increased cell size that was observed in 
parallel populations, suggesting that other unrelated mutations likely produced 
the same phenotype. This mutation has a fitness benefit of about 5% and arose 
to fixation in about 1,000 generations under the evolutionary conditions. 
The final and fifth mutation, py/cF, is a null mutation due to a premature 
stop as a result of an IS150 element inserting into the gene encoding pyruvate 
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kinase I, one of two glycolytic isoenzymes that is involved in central metabolism. 
More specifically, this enzyme catalyzes the reaction of phosphoenolpyruvate 
(PEP) into pyruvate downstream of glucose metabolism (Schneider et al. 2000). 
Since this mutation is directly involved in glucose metabolism, it is not surprising 
that it has been previously reported that a mutation in pykF in another strain of E 
coli resulted in impaired growth on glucose (Ponce et al. 1995). At the same time, 
since this gene product is also the source of phosphate for enzyme I of the 
phosphotransferase system (PTS) involved in glucose uptake (Saier &Reizer 
1992), it may represent another key target of selection. In actuality, the mutation 
is beneficial when added to the first four mutations discussed so far, increasing 
fitness relative to the ancestor (Figure 6), but the same mutation is detrimental 
when added to the ancestral background alone (Cooper TC, unpublished 
findings). This finding provides evidence of compensatory epistatic effects 
between pykF and one of the four other mutations under evolutionary conditions. 
This explains in part how a normally deleterious mutation could rise to fixation. 
However, there is no way to know which of the genes previously mentioned 
interact with this mutation and which gene product function is the target of 










Aiic 1 1.2 1-3 1-4 1-5 
Genotype (mutations added) 
Figure 2. Interactions between first five beneficial mutations identified in one population of 
experimentally evolved E. coli. 
Predicted fitness was calculated using a multiplicative model to combine the fitness effect of each adaptive 
mutation when it was added individually to the ancestral background. Actual fitness indicates the fitness of 
the relevant combined genotype - note that each mutation addition increases fitness and is therefore 
adaptive. **A significant difference was found between the actual and predicted effect of adding the fifth 
mutation to the preceding four. Mutated genes in each genotype are as follows: Anc -ancestor; 1 - rbsR; 2 -
rbs, topA; 3 - rbs, topA, spoT, 4 - rbs, topA, spoT, glmUS; 5 - rbs, topA, spoT, glmUS, pykF. 
Designing the ideal experiment 
We hypothesized that GxGxE interactions could exist where the 
environment could influence epistatic interactions between five mutations that 
arose and fixed in population A-1 of the Lenski long-term evolution experiment of 
E. coli. Genetic tools were used to transfer and isolate the effect of each of these 
mutations into defined genotypes to create two series of constructed strains 
(Table S1, T. Cooper, D. Schneider, unpublished). In the first series of 
constructed strains, mutations were added individually to the ancestral genotype. 
In the second, mutations were added in every possible combination (n=32) that 






strains represent the early series of adaptive steps followed by this population as 
well as additional combinations. Constructed strains have an advantage over 
directly isolated evolved clones in that no additional neutral or deleterious 
mutations are expected to be present. This design allows us to circumvent the 
problem of only being able to observe the average effect of an unknown number 
of beneficial mutations and identify the GxG, GxE and GxGxE interactions that 
may exist. 
The first goal of this work was to identify external environments that 
display GxE interactions with the five mutations. To quickly identify phenotypic 
plasticity in a large variety of external environments, we utilized Biolog's 
phenotypic microarray service to compare respiration in -2,000 environments of 
a mutant containing all five mutations and the ancestral genotype. Increased or 
decreased respiration of the mutant in an environment compared to the ancestor 
would support that at least one of the mutations interacts with that environment. 
In addition, the growth of mutants containing each individual mutation and a 
mutant containing all five was compared to the ancestor to allow for rapid 
confirmation of any observed plasticity. This comparison also allowed us to 
determine which of the individual mutations were responsible. 
Two different mechanisms could produce phenotypic plasticity: (i) 
antagonistic pleiotropy, whereby mutations underlying adaptation in one 
environment decrease fitness in alternative environments (i.e. a true trade-off) or 
(ii), mutations that are generally beneficial, but to different extents in different 
environments (i.e. positive pleiotropy). We chose to assay fitness of mutants 
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containing each mutation individually in two of the external environments, 25 
pg/mL EGTA and 3 mg/mL guanazole, to distinguish between these two 
mechanisms. In addition, direct competitions between the mutants and the 
ancestor in several of the external environments allow for differences in fitness 
as small as 1% to be seen that could not be captured with the comparison of 
growth mentioned above (Lenski 1991). Since the fitness of some of the 
individual mutations is quite small, this method ensures that we would be able to 
capture any subtle differences in fitness that may exist across environments. 
The second goal of this work was to identify epistatic interactions that may 
exist between these mutations. To accomplish this goal, the fitness of mutants 
containing all possible combinations of the five mutations was determined to 
identify any possible epistatic interactions that may exist. When no interaction 
exists between two mutations, their effect on fitness should be additive. As a 
result, we tested for deviations of observed from predicted fitness of mutants 
using a combination of direct competitions and growth comparisons. In addition, 
we utilized growth to quickly assess epistatic interactions in a variety of different 
external environments that caused mutations to display phenotypic plasticity. 
This allowed for the rapid identification of epistatic interactions without the need 
to perform hundreds of direct competitions. 
The third and final goal of this work was to determine if any GxGxE 
interactions exist, that is, whether plasticity (GxE) could influence any epistasis 
(GxG) that may be present. To accomplish this goal, direct competitions with 
each of the constructed mutants were performed in two of the external 
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environments displaying plasticity, EGTA and guanazole. This allowed us to 
thoroughly examine any epistatic interactions that may exist in both environments 
and to determine whether these interactions were conserved or changed across 
external environments. If GxGxE interactions do not exist, we predict that the 
same epistatic interactions will be observed across both environments. However 
if GxGxE interactions exist, differences in GxG interactions would be observed 
between environments. 
In addition, ongoing work by collaborators is aiming to determine how 
large changes in the genetic environment can affect niche breadth by introducing 
these mutations into different strains of E. coli. This type of interaction is 
important to better understand the success of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) or 
recombination of alleles across species boundaries (Heinemann & Sprague 
1989; Whitney et al. 2006; Wright 2007; Lerat et al. 2005). Although amino acid 
positions, distal or proximal, display strong antagonistic epistatic interactions not 
allowing sites to evolve independently (Lunzer et al. 2010), whether or not alleles 
at the genomic level will display a similar pattern is yet to be seen. 
Overall, the following study aims to combine the benefits of an 
experimental evolution experiment with a classic mutational experiment to better 
understand GxE, GxG and GxGxE interactions among five beneficial mutations. 
Since GxG and GxE interactions have been observed previously, we 
hypothesized that GxGxE interactions also exist. This work exemplifies the 
concept that epistatic interactions could heavily dependent on the external 
environment and significant influence the adaptive walk of an organism. As a 
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result, a better understanding of how interactions influence evolvability and the 
eventual outcome of competition between competing beneficial alleles may be 
necessary to more accurately predict how sequences, genomes, and by 
extension, how organisms respond to selection. 
CHAPTER II 
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ADAPTIVE MUTATIONS, THE ENVIRONMENT 
AND THE CONSEQUENCES FOR ADAPTATION 
Introduction 
A common assumption in population genetics is that that loci evolve 
independently of one another. However, there is increasing evidence to the 
contrary. The term 'epistasis' refers to when sites or alleles interact in a non-
additive way to influence an observable phenotype. The extent to which 
mutations interact with their genetic environment and the role such interactions 
play in evolution has been controversial (Wolf 2000). For example, early theories 
predicted that epistatic interactions may create rugged adaptive walks with 
multiple fitness peaks (Wright 1930; Fisher 1930). 
Despite this debate, research on the effects of epistatic interactions on 
organismal fitness remains scarce. Early experiments with mutations in 
Drosophila suggested that epistatic interactions were weak or at most moderate 
(Spassky et al. 1965; Temin et al. 1969). Only recently have microbial systems 
been used to study epistatic interactions more comprehensively. For example, 
viruses overcoming the deleterious effects associated with drug resistance often 
acquire a second mutation that suppresses the cost of resistance, which is a 
form of compensatory epistasis (Poon and Chao 2005; Sanjuan et al. 2005; 
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Maisnier-Patin and Andersson 2004). In addition, widespread epistatic 
interactions not previously identified are becoming apparent as a consequence of 
better understanding the modular nature of genetic networks (Tong et al. 2004, 
Segre et al. 2005, Van Driessche et al. 2005). Epistatic interactions are also 
implicated in various problems in evolution such as the distribution of beneficial 
mutations, the maintenance of variation in populations, and the evolution of sex 
(Elena 1997; Sanjuan et al. 2004; Cooper et al. 2005). Even more recently 
several authors have studied interactions between amino acid sites within the 
same coding sequence by introducing various non-synonymous mutations. 
Combined, these studies demonstrate that covariation among sites, including 
interactions between three or more sites, is common, cryptic, and heavily 
influences how proteins adapt by limiting possible fitness trajectories (da Silva et 
al. 2009, Lunzer et al. 2010). Similarly, another study demonstrated that two 
beneficial mutations identified in E coli in potentially unrelated genetic pathways 
and in different regions of the same genome could display antagonistic 
interactions (Barrick et al. 2011). It is therefore becoming apparent that epistasis 
should not be ignored in the context of organismal adaptation. 
Mutations have also been documented to interact with the external 
environment (phenotypic plasticity) (Kishony and Leibler 2003; Remold and 
Lenski 2004; Wagner 2005). These kinds of interactions are predicted to play a 
major role in determining the fate of a mutation and, by extension, the ability of 
organisms to adapt to new environments (Futuyma 1988; Ebert 1998; Kim and 
Rieseberg 2001; Kassen 2002; Koricheva et al. 2004; Roff and Fairbairn 2007). 
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Interactions between mutations and the external environment also play a central 
role in theories concerning life history trade-offs (Frank 1996), maintenance of 
variation (Rainey and Travisano 1998; Hedrick 1999), evolution of virulence 
concerning fitness costs associated with resistance (Frank 1996; Alizon and van 
Baalen 2005), and sympatric speciation (Friesen et al. 2004). In natural settings, 
the external environment can fluctuate because of both biotic and abiotic factors 
that are not encountered in a laboratory setting. As a result, phenotypic plasticity 
can potentially have greater implications in fluctuating environments with more 
potential interactions. In addition, it is possible that the nature of epistatic 
interactions could also change with the external environment, adding an 
additional layer of complexity. In fact, one study did examine interactions 
between 18 random insertion mutations in E coli in the context of another 
external environment (Remold and Lenski 2004). Although half of the mutations 
examined for interactions displayed neither phenotypic plasticity nor epistasis, 
more displayed patterns that were characteristic of both, rather than epistasis or 
phenotypic plasticity alone. 
Most previous studies studying interactions have focused on random or 
engineered knockout mutations, and it is unclear whether the results of this work 
are representative of mutations underlying adaptive evolution. Other studies 
utilizing experimental evolution enable the study of beneficial mutations favored 
by growth in a selective environment, but neutral and undetected mutations could 
arise and influence any observed interactions identified beneficial mutations. As 
a result, a targeted approach that combines these two methods is advantageous 
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because: i) mutations known to be adaptive under certain conditions can be 
isolated and ii) these mutations can be introduced individually and in combination 
in known genotypes without the influence of neutral or undetected mutations. In a 
long-term evolution experiment studying the dynamics and genetic basis of 
adaptation by E coli to a simple environment, 12 populations have been 
propagated for more than 50,000 generations in a simple defined environment 
(Lenski 1991; Lenski and Travisano 1994; Travisano 1995; Sniegowski et al. 
1997; Papadopoulosetal. 1999; Cooper and Lenski 2000; Lenski 2000; 
Schneider et al. 2000; Barrick and Lenski 2010). Extensive work has identified 
and characterized the genetic basis and the individual fitness effects of many of 
the genetic changes responsible for adaptation in this system (Cooper et al. 
2001; Cooper et al. 2003; Crozat et al. 2005; Pelosi et al. 2006). To build upon 
this work, T. Cooper and collaborators have focused on characterizing the first 
five adaptive mutations to arise and fix in one evolved population (TC, D. 
Schneider, unpublished). That is, we know that these mutations contribute to 
adaptation in at least one combination of external environment and genetic 
background, but we do not assume that they will be 'universally' adaptive. 
Here, we investigate the nature of interactions between beneficial 
mutations and their environment. As a result, we examine in detail phenotypic 
plasticity (GxE) as well as epistasis (GxG) in the context of an E coli lineage 
adapted to a glucose-limited environment, and how these interactions change 
with the external environment (GxGxE). To assess how the external environment 
influences the adaptive value of mutations, the fitness of each of the five adaptive 
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mutations was measured in two different external environments. Mutant strains 
containing all the possible combinations of the five identified adaptive mutations 
were used to determine how incremental changes in the genetic environment 
affect fitness. Although we expected antagonistic pleiotropy to be more common, 
we generally observed positive pleiotropy, with some adaptive alleles being 
generally beneficial. Also, despite no obvious connection among these mutations 
in their function or chromosomal location, epistatic interactions between these 
adaptive mutations were common and depended heavily upon the external 
environment. More specifically, antagonistic epistasis was commonly observed to 
occur between beneficial mutations across environmental conditions. These 
results demonstrate how combinations of epistasis and phenotypic plasticity 
(GxGxE) can heavily influence the adaptive walk of populations adapting to a 
new environment by restricting selectively accessible trajectories as beneficial 
mutations occur. In addition, minimizing antagonistic epistasis and, by extension, 
increasing evolvability appears to be most important in defining the adaptive 
landscape, rather than the production of synergistic epistasis among extant 
alleles. 
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Materials and Methods 
Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions 
In a long-term evolution experiment studying the adaptation dynamics and 
genetic basis of adaptation of E coli, 12 populations have been propagated for 
more than 20,000 generations thousands of generations in a simple defined 
environment described elsewhere (Lenski 1991; Lenski and Travisano 1994; 
Travisano 1995; Sniegowski et al. 1997; Papadopoulos et al. 1999; Cooper and 
Lenski 2000; Schneider et al. 2000; Lenski 2004). In summary, replicate 
populations were evolved from a single clone of E coli B (strain Bc251 T6r Stf 
rm111 ara (Lederberg, S. 1996 and 
http://myxo.css.msu.edu/ecoli/strainssource.html). Six of the replicate 
populations were Ara' and the other six were founded from a spontaneous Ara+ 
mutant, which was used as a neutral marker throughout the evolution (Lenski 
1991). Cells were passaged by a daily transfer of a 1:100 dilution into fresh Davis 
minimal media containing 25 pg/nnL glucose (DM25). This scheme allowed for 
growth of -6.6 generations per day and the experiment has been on-going for 
more than 20,000 generations. However, this experiment focuses on beneficial 
mutations that fixed in one of these Ara' populations in the first 2,000 
generations. Every 500 generations, aliquots from the replicate populations were 
frozen in glycerol at -80°C in a non-evolving state to act as a fossil record for the 
evolution. 
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Other types of media used in this study include Tryptic soy (Tsoy) broth, 
tetrazolium-arabinose (TA) agar plates, and DM media supplemented with 
additional compounds and in some cases glucose was replaced as the carbon 
source in the media. E coli strains were grown in rich Tsoy liquid media 
overnight from the -80°C freezer stocks to ensure enrichment. Aliquots of 
overnight culture were transferred to 10 mL DM25 media to precondition the 
cultures to normal evolutionary conditions for 24 hours prior to any of the 
following experimentation including growth curves, fitness assays and 
competitions in a novel external environment. 
Construction of strains 
Genetic tools have been used to create strains containing all possible 
combinations of the first five beneficial mutations that fixed in one of the Ara" 
populations by work by T. Cooper and collaborators (TC, D. Schneider, 
unpublished). For simplicity, the mutations will be abbreviated based on the 
name of gene or operon in which the mutation occurred and will be referenced in 
the order in which they naturally arose and fixed: r = rbs; t = topA; s = spoT; g = 
glmUS] p = pykF. Additionally, the genotype of mutants containing different 
combinations of these mutations will use these single-letter designations. For 
example, the mutant strain designated rgp is a constructed strain containing the 
first, fourth, and fifth mutations (rbs, glmUS and the pykF mutation). In addition, 
extensive work was done to ensure that no additional mutations were present 
and that the introduced mutation was inserted correctly using a variety of 
techniques. 
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Briefly, a combination of suicide vector and lambda RED recombination 
approaches was used to engineer specific mutations into recipient strains. The 
Arbs and spoT mutations were introduced using a suicide plasmid-mediated 
approach that has been described previously (Cooper et al. 2001; Cooper et al. 
2003) where PCR products containing the relevant evolved alleles were 
separately cloned into pDS132 (Philippe et al. 2004). Resulting plasmids were 
introduced into recipients by conjugation and chloramphenicol-resistant (Cmr) 
cells resulting from a chromosomal integration of the plasmid were selected for 
use. Since the plasmid carries the sacB gene making it susceptible to killing by 
sucrose, resistant clones were selected for on LB+sucrose agar. Screening for 
the presence of the evolved Arbs allele was done by PCR size polymorphism or 
for the evolved spoT allele by a PCR-RFLP approach using the enzyme Hin4l 
(Fermentas) to distinguish ancestral and evolved alleles. Putative allelic 
replacements of the ancestral rbs operon with the Arbs allele were confirmed by 
testing for inability of clones to catabolize ribose. Putative allelic replacements of 
the evolved spoT allele were confirmed by direct sequencing of the spoT gene. 
The topA and ApykF mutations were introduced similarly instead the using pK03 
as the suicide vector (Link et al. 1997). Putative allelic replacements of the ApykF 
allele were identified by PCR size polymorphism and confirmed by sequencing 
across the deletion junction. Allelic replacements of topA were screened by 
sequencing. The glmUS mutation was introduced into recipients using lambda 
RED gene gorging as described previously (Herring 2003; Stanek et al. 2009) 
and allele replacements were verified by sequencing. Finally, for an unrelated 
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experiment, two clones were isolated from the Ara'1 population and had their 
entire genome sequenced using the lllumina platform and were compared to the 
ancestral sequence using the software 'breseq' (Barrick et al. 2009). Because the 
sequences matched strains required in this experiment (genotype: Arbs, topA, 
spoT, glmS and genotype: Arbs, topA, spoT, glmS, ApykF), these strains were 
used rather than created. The method used for the construction of each strain is 
outlined in Table S1. 
Since the use of strong selective pressures during all allele replacement 
protocols was necessary, constructed strains had to be verified to eliminate the 
potential influence of possible secondary mutations on the fitness of constructed 
strains. To do this, a combination of approaches was used (Table S1). In 
general, replacement of the most recently introduced mutation with the 
corresponding ancestral allele (undoing the mutant allelic replacement) and 
determination of the fitness of this reconstructed strain to the relevant progenitor 
strain was performed (See Fitness Assays below). Constructed strains were kept 
only if this secondary replacement restored fitness to its original level. 
Replacement of evolved topA, spoT and glmUS alleles was done using the same 
approach used for their introduction described above. Replacement of the 
evolved Arbs allele with the ancestral allele was done utilizing a different method, 
P1 transduction. In these cases, P1 lysate was produced by growing phage on 
an rbs+ genotype isogenic with the strain to be transduced to ensure that 
cotransduction of the nearby spoT gene did not introduce any other difference 
between constructed and deconstructed cells. Alternatively, a 'matched-pair' 
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verification approach was used where, at the final step of the allele replacement 
procedure of sucrose selection, at least one clone that retained the original focal 
allele was saved from the same selection plate that the target replacement clone 
was chosen from. These two clones share the same lineage throughout their 
strain construction history until diverging on the sucrose selection plate. Thus, 
any secondary mutations present in the allele replacement strain are very likely 
to also be in the paired strain retaining the original allele. Replacement allele 
strains were kept only if the paired strain had the same fitness as the relevant 
progenitor strain from the sucrose selection step, indicating that no fitness 
affecting secondary mutations were present. 
For unknown reasons, replacement of the introduced ApykF allele with the 
ancestral allele never resulted in the deconstructed strain returning to its original 
fitness. To test the possibility of secondary mutations in strains made by adding 
the evolved ApykF allele, eight strains derived from adding this allele to the 
ancestral strain and six independent derived strains having the first four evolved 
mutations were created (genotype: Arbs, topA, spoT and glmUS, strain name: 
TC941). All strains constructed from the same background had equivalent fitness 
to one another, indicating that this construction was not prone to high frequencies 
of secondary mutations (REL606 - ancestral strain + ApykF: F7,15 = 1.66, P = 
0.194; TC941 + ApykF: F5,40 = 1.38, P = 0.251). This approach also allowed for 
a comparison of TC941 + ApykF (=TC1005) with a strain containing the IS150 
insertion allele to test whether the deletion allele had the same fitness effect as 
that occurred in the evolution experiment (Schneider et al. 2000). No significant 
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difference in the fitness of these two strains was identified, indicating that the 
insertion and deletion alleles have equivalent effects. 
Biolog Phenotypic Microarray Service and Plates 
To identify external environment that interact with the five mutations 
(Table 1), the respiration of the constructed strain containing the five beneficial 
mutations, rtsgp, was compared to that of the ancestral strain, REL606, utilizing 
Biolog's Phenotypic Microarray Services. Biolog's Phenotypic Microarray method 
utilizes a high-throughput approach to compare respiration of two strains in 
-2000 different environments, consisting of a variety of carbon, nitrogen, 
phosphorous and sulfur sources, differences in pH, and a variety of chemical 
agents that target a variety of cellular processes. This approach uses the 
reduction of a tetrazolium dye as the terminal electron acceptor from respiration 
to indicate a "positive" phenotype. The amount of respiration was quantified by 
the extent of color production and differences between strains are highlighted as 
variation in color production. Incubation, recording and quality control analysis of 
the PM plates were performed by Biolog staff. Relative growth in each 
environment was compared using the average height of the absorbance curve. 
External environments were determined significant that had a difference greater 
than 50 Abs*min, which was determined from the area under the curve data 
calculated by Biolog staff. 
Since differences in respiration do not necessarily reflect differences in 
growth or fitness, growth rates (See Growth Curves) and in some cases the 
relative fitness (See fitness assays) of the rtsgp strain and the ancestral strain 
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was compared in a variety of these external environments to confirm that 
respiration was representative of growth or fitness. 
Growth Curves 
To analyze the potential of epistatic interactions among the five adaptive 
alleles in different external environments, growth over 24 hours was quantified for 
constructed strains containing only one of the five beneficial mutations and 
compared to the ancestral strain, REL606 and the constructed strain containing 
all five mutations, rtsgp. Cells were grown in 200 pL of DM25 media in 96-well 
plates with 12 replicates per strain. Growth was based on the area under the 
curve based on the OD600 measured every 15 minutes for 24 hours and 
averaged across replicates. Average growth of strains was compared using post-
hoc Tukey-tests. 
Fitness Assays 
The fitness of each constructed strain was determined relative to ancestral 
strain by direct competitions as described previously (Lenski 1991). Briefly, 
competitions were typically carried out at 37°C in 10 mL of the same medium 
used in the original long-term evolution experiment, Davis minimal media 
supplemented with 25pg/mL glucose (DM25), with some exceptions in 25 mL 
flasks with 10 mL beakers as covers. In some competitions glucose was replaced 
with another carbon source or supplemented with another compound at various 
concentrations. The following concentrations were as follows: 1.25% (3-methyl-D-
glucoside, 0.5 mM 3-0-p-D-galactopyranosyl-D-arabinose, 50 pM Ara-Ser, 100 
pM Trp-Ser, 12 pg/mL piperacillin, 100 pM sodium orthovanadate, 32 pg/mL 
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novobiocin, and 10 mM sodium nitrite. The constructed strains were competed 
against a marked Ara+ ancestral strain (REL607) that is able to utilize the sugar 
arabinose. The arabinose utilization phenotype was found to be neutral in these 
competitions but allowed for the two different cell types to be easily 
distinguishable on tetrazolium arabinose (TA) agar plates. 
Competitors were pre-conditioned to DM25 media for 24 hours prior to any 
competitions. Each competitor was then standardized based on OD600 values 
and added to fresh DM base media containing the appropriate concentration for 
the external environment conditions being tested. Competitions were typically 
carried out for three days where a 1:100 mixture transferred to fresh media every 
24 hours. Since the fitness of some mutations were small, multiday fitness 
assays allows for an exaggeration in the rate of change to observe smaller 
fitness values. Mixtures were plated on TA agar at three different time points to 
determine fitness. Relative fitness (w) was calculated as follows: 
w_ = In ?yi 
NE(3j /In ^ j ( 3 ) ' where m represents the genotype, while NE and NA 
represent the CFU/mL of the constructed strains and the ancestral strain, 
respectively, at t=0 and t=3 representing the change in the relative density over a 
period of three days. Assays were typically carried out with 5-fold replication and 
no less than 3-fold replication. We also tested whether different preconditioning 
methods influenced the outcome of these fitness assays (that is, preconditioning 
cultures under evolutionary conditions (DM25) or under competition conditions). 
We found no significant (F-test = 0.667, p-value = 0.244 & F-test = 0.047, p-value 
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= 0.258) difference in the fitness of the strains tested under either preconditioning 
method. 
Fitness Epistasis 
Relative fitness, w, was calculated as described above based on the 
change in the relative density of strains in direct competition with one another. 
Many of the definitions of terms that we use to describe and quantify epistasis 
were adopted from da Silva et al. (2009). The effect of the interactions among 
adaptive alleles on relative fitness was calculated as the epistatic deviation, em, in 
equation 1 
Em = wm~ Uiemwi (1) 
where w represents the observed relative fitness and m represents the genotype 
of the strain, which in this study could be any combination of the five adaptive 
mutation outlines in Table 1. The null model assumes no interactions and if the 
null model is true, the fitness of a combination of adaptive alleles is equal to the 
product of the fitness of these alleles individually. We refer to this null expectation 
as the predicted fitness of any combination of mutations. Any significant 
differences between the observed fitness of a genotype and the predicted fitness 
are assumed to be a result of epistatic interactions. Moreover, the sign of the 
epistatic deviation is important, suggesting either a negative or positive 
interaction on the fitness of the genotype. 
Genotypes consisting of more than two adaptive alleles were further 
analyzed for net higher-order epistatic interactions. Net higher-order epistasis is 
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defined as epistasis that occurs between two or more alleles independently of 
any pair-wise interactions that may be present. As a result, net higher-order 
epistasis was calculated by subtracting the effect of any lower-order interactions 
as shown in equation 2, 
Em= Em~ £"=2 2*/=i E mXj (2) 
where n represents the number of mutations present and mxj represents the 
fitness of a subset of the mutations present. In an example of a three-way 
interaction between spoTglmS and topA, the net higher-order epistasis was 
calculated by subtracting the epistatic deviations of each pair-wise present. 
^sgp~ ^sgp~ K^sg* ^gp^~ ^sp) (3) 
The magnitude of epistasis, which is the order-of-magnitude changes in 
fitness due to the epistatic interactions of a particular genotype overall, was 
calculated as shown in equation 4, 
B- = log1Q ( w - / n . w) (4) 
It is important to note that this calculation is different from net higher-order 
epistasis because it reflects the influence on fitness overall and not only higher-
order interactions. For example, although the magnitude of epistasis for a 
genotype is positive, net higher-order epistasis could still be negative due to 
antagonistic interactions that are canceled out overall. Examining the magnitude 
of epistasis in combination with net higher-order epistasis allows for powerful 
inference of how different types of interactions influence a phenotype. Since the 
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overall epistasis expressed by the magnitude of epistasis is a combination of the 
lower-order and the net higher-order epistatic interactions, correlations between 
the magnitude of epistasis and predicted fitness can reflect how these 
interactions influence fitness overall as the number of mutations or mutations of 
large effect increase. As a result, we used this method to determine what types 
of interactions are most important in producing the observed phenotypes. 
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Results 
To identify interactions between beneficial mutations and their 
environment, external or genetic, we chose to focus on the first five adaptive 
mutations that arose and fixed during the experimental evolution of an E. coli 
population in a simple liquid environment described further in Lenski et al. 1991 
(Table 1). To isolate the effect of each beneficial mutation and rule out the 
possibility of neutral or undetected mutations influencing the results, mutant 
strains were constructed by adding these mutations directly to the ancestor 
(Table S1). For simplicity, the mutations will be abbreviated based on the name 
of gene or operon in which the mutation occurred and will be referenced in the 
order in which they naturally arose and fixed: r = rbs; t = topA; s = spoT; g = 
glmUS] p = pykF. Additionally, the genotype of mutants containing different 
combinations of these mutations will use these single-letter designations. For 
example, the mutant strain designated rgp is a constructed strain containing the 
first, fourth, and fifth mutations (rbs, glmUS and the pykF mutation). 
Identification of interactions between adaptive mutations and their external 
environment 
To identify how the frequency of interactions between the external 
environments and these beneficial mutations, respiration of the ancestor, 
REL606, and a reconstructed strain containing all five adaptive mutations, rtsgp, 
was compared in approximately 2,000 different external environments. Of these, 
23 external environments (~1%) surpassed our threshold and exhibited an 
obvious difference in respiration between strains: 21 gain of function and 2 loss 
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of function for rtsgp relative to the ancestor (Table 2). Four of these environments 
involved different carbon sources, two involved alternative nitrogen sources and 
17 involved "stressors" including antibiotics and other potentially toxic chemicals. 
Since this subset of environments potentially involves a variety of different 
metabolic and genetic pathways, we chose to focus on these environments for 
further study of genotype-by-environment interactions. 
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Table 2. External environments exhibiting differences in respiration between mutant rtsgp and REL606. CO CO 
Phenotype (Biolog #) 
PM01 - F07 
PM01 - E08 
PM01 - C04 
PM02A-B12 
PM06 - B01 
PM07 - G02 











































































































































 (Cooper et al. 2001). External environments that displayed obvious differences in respiration between rtsgp and REL606 were identified using Biolog's 
Phenotypic Microarray service. The Biolog # refers to the row and column of the Biolog plate where the difference was identified. A "gain" represents that rtsgp 
exhibited enhanced growth over REL606 and "loss" represents when rtsgp was deficient compared to REL606. * Results were verified by comparing growth over 
24 hours in DM25 supplemented with the appropriate conditions between rtsgp and REL606. Concentration listed is the working concentration found to work under 
growth conditions. Some compounds could not be verified since a working resource concentration for the assay was not identified. 
We chose to assay the fitness of mutants in two of the 23 external 
environments that represented different types of environmental conditions in 
comparison to the selective environment: an environment reflecting a strong gain 
of function and an environment reflecting a relative loss of function. Assuming the 
fitness of a genotype is a result of two variables, individual mutational effects and 
interaction effects, we wanted to examine interactions in environments that 
allowed the largest potential of differences in these variables. We selected two 
environments: a Ca+/Mg+ chelator, EGTA, which represents a strong gain of 
function environment for rtsgp and a ribonucleotide DP reductase inhibitor, 
guanazole, which represents a strong loss of function environment for rtsgp. The 
relative fitness of rtsgp was significantly greater in the presence of EGTA than in 
the selective environment (fitness of 1.497 compared to 1.155), verifying the 
previous Biolog observations that this environment produced a gain of function. 
In addition, rtsgp was not less fit than the ancestor but was significantly less fit 
than in the selective environment in the presence of guanazole (fitness of 1.116 
compared to 1.155). 
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V77A 25 tiq/mL EGTA 
3 mg/mL Guanazole 
Genotype 
Figure 3. The fitness of adaptive mutations varies with external environment. 
Relative fitness assays were performed to determine relative fitness of strains containing each 
adaptive mutation individually in Davis Minimal (DM) media under different environmental 
conditions: DM with 25 Mg/mL glucose, DM25 supplemented with 50 ug/mL EGTA and 250 ug/mL 
guanazole. Fitness data for the mutants in DM25 was taken with permission from T. Cooper and D. 
Schneider, unpublished. 
To assess the effect that the external environment has on the adaptive 
value of each of the mutations in minimal media plus glucose, the relative fitness 
of each single mutant was measured in two different environments and 
compared to values previously observed in the selective environment, DM25: 
DM25 + 25 pg/mL EGTA, and DM25 + 3mg/mL guanazole (Figure 3). The 
mutation that fixed second, a non-synonymous mutation in topA (encoding 
topoisomerase I), was significantly beneficial in all three external environments 
(Table S2 and S3). This finding suggests that topA is generally beneficial and 
interacts positively across environments. The first and fourth mutations (rbs, 
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glmS) were beneficial in the presence of EGTA but neutral in the presence of 
guanazole (Table S2 and S3). Meanwhile the mutation that fixed third, a non-
synonymous substitution in spoT, was detrimental in the presence of guanazole 
but beneficial in the other environments. This mutation displayed the largest 
fitness effect across environments, increasing approximately 20% from the 
guanazole to EGTA environment. As this allele alters a protein that acts as a 
global regulator of the stringent response, such pleiotropic effects may be 
expected. Further, the fifth mutation, a null allele of the central metabolic enzyme 
pyruvate kinase (encoded by pykF), was previously identified to be slightly 
detrimental or neutral in the selective environment alone (Figure 3) but was 
beneficial in the presence of EGTA and neutral in the presence of guanazole 
(Table S2 and 3). The spoT mutation and possibly pykF therefore represent 
examples of antagonistic pleiotropy. Additional comparisons of growth between 
the mutants in other environments also revealed antagonistic pleiotropy for the 
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Figure 4. Relative fitness of genotypes containing all possible combinations of the five 
adaptive mutations in two foreign environments 
Competitions versus the unmutated ancestor were performed to determine relative fitness of strains 
containing each combination of the five focal mutations in DM25 supplemented with 50 ug/mL 
EGTA or 3 mg/mL guanazole. 
Not surprisingly, given effects of single mutations, mutants containing 
combinations of s, g, and p (Table S1) showed considerable variation in fitness 
across environments (Figure 4). Despite this variation, mutants tended to be 
more fit than the ancestor in both environments although mutants were more fit in 
the EGTA environment on average. In the EGTA environment, rtsgp achieved 
the highest level of fitness of ~1.5. In the guanazole environment, however, the 
highest fitness of ~1.17 was achieved by the rts mutant with only the first three 
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mutations, which suggests that epistasis causes significant antagonism between 
the mutations in this environment. 
Epistatic interactions vary with the external environment conditions. 
Since a variety of environments exhibited phenotypic plasticity (GxE) with 
the five mutations (Table 2, Figure 3 and 4), we hypothesized that changing the 
environment would alter epistatic interactions among the five beneficial 
mutations. As a result, we utilized a full factorial approach and assayed the 
fitness of mutants containing all combinations of the mutations in two of the 
environments previously identified, EGTA and guanazole (Table 2). This 
approach allowed us to isolate the effect of pair-wise (GxG) interactions and, by 
extension, to isolate the effect of any higher-order interactions that may depend 
on combinations of three or more mutations (GxGxG, for example). To quantify 
such interactions, the observed phenotype (here, fitness) of a genotype can be 
compared to the predicted fitness of that genotype assuming no interactions 
between beneficial mutations. Epistasis will be manifested as a significant 
deviation of observed fitness from predicted fitness, calculated from a 
multiplicative model assuming that fitness is additive and nontransitive. That is, if 
the fitness of a strain with allele A is m and the fitness of a strain with allele B is 
n, then the fitness of strain AB is m*n in the absence of an interaction. This 
analysis revealed 16 genotypes that differed statistically from the null model 
assuming no interactions in the EGTA environment (Figure 5) and five genotypes 
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Figure 5. Interactions between the focal mutations in the presence of 3 mg/mL EGTA. 
Predicted fitness was calculated using a multiplicative model to combine the fitness effect of each 
focal mutation when it was added individually to the ancestral background. Actual fitness indicates 
the fitness of the relevant combined genotype. Mutated genes in each genotype are as follows: r = 
rbs; t = top A; s = spoT; g = glmUS; p = pykF. 
In the presence of EGTA, four mutants were more fit than predicted: sgp, 
rtp, rsp and rsgp. However, the fitness values of each component pair of 
mutations (rt, rp, rs, sp and tp) do not suggest any interaction (Table S4). 
Additionally, 12 mutants were less fit than predicted: ts, tg, tp, rts, rtg, rsg, tsg, 
tsp, tgp, rtsg, rtgp, and tsgp. Of the five individual mutations, topA is most fit in 
this environment (-1.22). However, when topA is combined with spoT and/or 
glmS, the contribution of the fitness of topA is significantly reduced in this 
environment. In the guanazole environment, none of the mutants were 
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significantly less fit than predicted whereas five mutants were significantly more 
fit: sp, rsp, tsp, sgp, and rsgp (Table S5). Interestingly, all five of these genotypes 
involve spoT and pykF together. Since the fitness of spoT in this environment 
was less than 1, the deleterious effect of spoT alone seems to be suppressed by 
addition of some of the other mutations. It appears that sp is a common 



























Figure 6. Interactions between focal mutations in the presence 3 mg/mL guanazole. 
Predicted fitness was calculated using a multiplicative model to combine the fitness effect of each 
focal mutation when it was added individually to the ancestral background. Actual fitness indicates 
the fitness of the relevant combined genotype. Mutated genes in each genotype are as follows: Anc 
-ancestor; r = rbs; t = topA; s = spoT; g = glmUS; p = pykF. 
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Epistatic deviation and forms of epistasis 
Because 21 of the 52 epistatic interactions measured in two external 
environments differed significantly from the multiplicative model (38%), we 
analyzed the nature of these interactions by quantifying both the epistatic 
deviation and the form of epistasis. By definition, the epistatic deviation is the 
amount by which the observed fitness deviates from the predicted fitness, and 
the form of epistasis reflects the sign (+/-) of the observed fitness effects. If the 
signs of the fitness effects are the same, the interaction is said to be synergistic, 
and if they are opposite, antagonistic. Antagonistic epistasis can be broken down 
further into compensatory or decompensatory epistasis depending on the effect 
observed. If the fitness values are negative but epistasis is positive the 
interaction is compensatory, and if fitness is positive and epistasis is negative, 
decompensatory. Finally, epistatic interactions of mutations with different signs of 
fitness (that is, combinations where one mutation decreases fitness and another 
increases fitness) are more straightforward: if epistasis is positive the interaction 
is compensatory and if negative, decompensatory. Epistatic interactions between 
three or more mutations can be characterized further by subtracting all lower-
order interactions to isolate any epistatic effects that depend on the presence of 
three or more mutations. For example, the effect of a four-way interaction can be 
determined by subtracting all of the three-way and two-way interactions. In 
addition, the magnitude of epistasis was calculated as the number of order-of-
magnitude changes in fitness due to overall epistasis. 
The epistatic deviations among mutations and forms of epistasis were 
noticeable different in both environments (Figure 7, Table 3). Despite these 
differences; however, antagonistic epistasis was the most common type of 
epistasis observed. The guanazole environment exhibited mostly compensatory 
epistasis, potentially ameliorating the negative fitness effects of both the rbs and 
pykF mutations. In addition, the magnitude of epistasis was much weaker in the 
guanazole environment potentially explaining the low levels of fitness observed in 
this environment. Meanwhile, epistatic interactions in the EGTA environment 
mostly exhibited decompensatory epistasis while also exhibiting mostly positive 
effects of higher-order epistatic interactions. This pattern suggests that 
antagonistic pair-wise interactions are ameliorated by higher-order interactions. 
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Figure 7. The forms of epistasis in both environments 
Frequency histogram of A) epistatic deviation (em) representing the deviation from a model of zero 
interactions between mutations B) higer-order epistasis (em) representing epistasis resulting from 
interactions of three or more mutations and C) magnitude of epistasis (Em) showing how epistasis 
influences fitness on a log scale for the mutant strains in the presence of 25ug/ml_ EGTA and 3 
mg/mL guanazole 






















To further characterize these patterns in the context of fitness, we 
assessed how the higher-order epistatic interactions could influence the 
magnitude of overall epistasis in each environment as beneficial mutations 
accumulate (Figure 8). Despite the fact that the magnitude of epistasis was 
positive overall, the fitness improvement due to epistasis decreased as the 
number of beneficial mutations increased in the guanazole environment (post-
hoc t-test, F-ratio = 37.0035, p-value < 0.001). This same trend can also be seen 
under evolutionary conditions in DM25 media (data not shown). However, there 
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was no significant correlation in the EGTA environment (post-hoc t-test, F-ratio = 
0.1339, p-value = 0.718). This pattern suggests the fitness improvement due to 
epistasis did not decrease as mutations increased in this environment. This 
observation suggests that higher-order epistasis partially ameliorates 
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Figure 8. Correlation between the magnitude of epistasis and predicted fitness in both 
environments. 
The magnitude of epistasis and the predicted fitness of the mutants was compared in the presence 
of 25 ug/mL EGTA (red, post-hoc t-test, f-ratio = 0.1339, p-vaue = 0.718) and 3 mg/mL guanazole 
(blue, f-ratio = 37.0035, p-value < 0.0001). P-values were calculated from a 2-way ANCOVA with 
an interaction model run for the each data set. 
We also found that particular beneficial mutations could be linked to the 
observed relationship between the magnitude of epistasis and higher-order 
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epistasis in the EGTA environment (Figure 9). For guanazole, the same negative 
correlation was found from the perspective of all five adaptive mutations 
suggesting that the negative correlation is independent of the individual 
mutations and likely caused by abundant antagonistic epistasis (Figure S1). 
However in the presence of EGTA, rbs mutants were significantly different from 
mutants lacking rbs (Figure 9, Table 4; rbs+, ANCOVA, F-ratio = 6.1290, p-value 
= 0.0352. rbs-, F-ratio = 1.1787, p-value = 0.2973). In addition, topA and pykF 
significantly alter the effect epistasis has on the fitness of mutants. These results 
suggest that the plasticity of rbs (GxE) has a significant influence on epistasis 
between the other mutations (GxG) in this environment. We suggest the rbs 
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Figure 9A. Predicted patterns of how individual mutations can affect the correlation between the 
magnitude of epistasis and the predicted fitness. 
The influence of each individual mutation can be determined by comparing mutants +/- the mutation of 
interest in an environment. Mutants with/without the mutation of interest (red and blue) will display different 
patterns depending on the effect. A. If the mutation of interest has no effect on the correlation, the slopes of 
both lines will be the same. B. Mutations can also affect the magnitude of epistasis without influencing the 
correlation. C. If the mutation of interest does affect the observed correlation, the slopes of both lines will be 
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Figure 9B. The influence of individual mutations on the correlation between the magnitude of 
epistasis and the predicted fitness in the EGTA environment. 
The influence of each individual mutation was determined by comparing mutants +/- the mutation of interest 
in the EGAT environment. P values are from a 2-way ANCOVA with an interaction model for the entire data 
set (black) or for mutants with/without the mutation of interest (red and blue). P-values under -interaction' 
represents significance differences in the slopes of the mutants with and without the mutation of interest. P-
values under -mutation' represents the differences in the magnitudes of epistasis between mutants +/- the 
mutations of interest. 
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Fitness trajectories are influenced by epistasis and pleiotropy. 
Since adaptive mutations interacted differently in each environment, we 
assessed the evolutionary consequences of these interactions in the context of 
adapting to each external environment. Adaptive landscapes were constructed 
as minimum-length mutational trajectories for three environments DM25, DM25 
supplemented with 25 pg/mL and 3 mg/mL guanazole (Figure 10 & 11). The 
landscape for the DM25 environment was created using data from Tim Cooper's 
lab (unpublished, T Cooper). Minimum-length trajectories allow only single 
mutational steps with no reversion and as a result are the most simple and direct 
paths between two phenotypes. Since any of the five adaptive mutations may 
occur in any order, a total of 120 trajectories in each environment are possible 
that may or may not be constrained by epistasis. 
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DM25 + 3mg/mL Guanazole DM25 + 25 ug/mL EGTA 
LO 
DM25 
Figure 10. Minimum-length mutational trajectories of genotypes in the context of three different external environments. 
Shade correlates with the observed fitness of that genotype in that environment. Solid lines signify an increase in fitness and a dashed blue line signifies a 
decrease in fitness. The genotype is designated with a binary code where 0 denotes absence and 1 presence of a particular adaptive mutation. From left to right 
the mutations are: rbs, topA, spoT, glmS, and pykF. Fitness data for the strains in the DM25 environment were taken from T Cooper, unpublished with permission. 
In each environment, multiple fitness trajectories are selectively accessible 
despite the differences in the nature of the epistatic interactions present. Since 
epistasis constrains adaptation in each environment, we assessed how the 
constraints on adaptation changed with each external environment (Figure 11). A 
total of 40 maladaptive paths where fitness does not increase were identified 
across all three external environments. Although seven of these maladaptive 
paths (17.5%) were found in two external environments, none of the maladaptive 
paths were found in all three environments. That is, constraints on adaptation 
depend largely on the environmental context of the adaptive conditions. 
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Figure 11. Maladaptive paths seen in the various fitness landscapes dependent on the external environment conditions. 
The genotype is designated by the one letter designations defined previously From right to left the mutations are rbs, topA, spoT, glmS, and pykF Shade and 
size of a node correlates with the observed fitness of that genotype from red to green in the evolutionary environment, DM25 adapted from previous work (T 
Cooper, unpublished) Colored dotted lines signify decrease in fitness representing inaccessible trajectories Color correlates with the environment Red, DM25 
adapted from T Cooper unpublished, Green, the EGTA environment and Blue, the guanazole environment 
In the EGTA environment, interactions between the mutations tended to 
be decompensatory in nature (Figure 7). However, many paths remain 
selectively accessible and maladaptive paths tend to be localized to 
combinations of particular pairs of mutations. As a result, early adaptive steps 
tend to be more restrictive because of the strong magnitude of epistasis but later 
steps are more flexible owing to positive higher-order epistasis. In the guanazole 
environment, maladaptive paths were more evenly spread throughout the 
landscape and tended to become more abundant in later steps (Figure 11). 
Mutations also tended to display limited magnitudes of epistasis and small 
benefits, with negative effects of higher-order epistasis (Figure 7). As a result, the 
fitness landscape in guanazole is more rugged, with more maladaptive steps 
overall a more gradual increases in fitness. 
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Figure 12. Epistatic interactions in a variety of external environments based on differences 
in growth (AUC) for strains r, t, s, g, p, gp and rtsgp relative to the ancestor, REL606. 
An asterisk (*) denotes significance with a p-value <0 05 (See Table S6-15) The solid line below 
the x-axis encompasses external environments determined significant through Biolog Phenotypic 
Microarray service and the dashed line encompasses randomly selected environments not included 
in Biolog's analysis 
Since epistatic interactions were common in the presence of EGTA and 
guanazole, a high-throughput approach using growth rate as a proxy for fitness 
was utilized to quantify other potential epistatic interactions in nine additional 
external environments (Figure 12). Assuming no interaction, the growth of 
mutants containing multiple mutations should be predictable from the growth of 
the mutants containing only one of the mutations. If not, we infer that epistasis 
must be responsible. In each environment, each single mutant was compared 
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with the ancestor, rtsgp, and gp, a double-mutant found to exhibit strong 
epistasis in the prior two environments. In six of nine external environments, 
growth rates of rtsgp and gp differed significantly from expectations (Table S6 
and S14). Interestingly, the nature of these interactions changed with the 
environment. For example, mutant gp was significantly detrimental in the 
presence of piperacillin, significantly beneficial in the presence of Trp-Ser and not 
significantly different from expectations in the other environments (Table S7-15). 
These results suggest that epistasis among these alleles is generally common 
but its nature depends on environmental conditions. 
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Discussion 
The ability to adapt to new environments depends on the distribution of 
beneficial mutations that randomly occur, rise to high frequency and contribute to 
organismal fitness. Although the distribution of beneficial mutations is less well 
understood (Orr 2003), classical population genetics allows us to determine the 
probability a new beneficial mutation will fix due to selection and the rate at which 
this occurs (Haldane 1924; 1927). All of these processes relate to the fitness 
effect of the contending beneficial allele. As a result, pleiotropic and epistatic 
interactions are predicted to play a major role in determining the fate each 
mutation and, by extension, the ability of organisms to adapt to new 
environments (Futuyma 1988; Ebert 1998; Kassen 2002; Koricheva et al. 2004; 
Roff and Fairbairn 2007). Here, we demonstrate the complexity of these 
interactions in the context of five previously identified beneficial mutations (Table 
1) that arose and fixed during the first 2,000 generations of the long term 
evolution experiment of E. coli described elsewhere (Lenski 1991; Lenski and 
Travisano 1994; Travisano 1995; Sniegowski et al. 1997; Papadopoulos et al. 
1999; Cooper and Lenski 2000; Schneider et al. 2000; Lenski 2004). 
It may come as no surprise that beneficial mutations will interact with the 
external environment in which they arise, but how does this interaction influence 
adaptation to new environments or changing conditions? With pleiotropic 
interactions, the availability of resources and presence of stressors in the 
external environment will dictate organismal fitness, the fate of mutations, 
specialization and changes in population variation through negative frequency-
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dependent selection (Kassen 2002). For example, we consider an environment 
that experiences seasonal effects. Mutations that confer a benefit during the first 
season may not be beneficial during the second season disfavoring 
specialization preventing these mutations from fixing in the population. In 
additon, new mutations or low frequency mutations would be allowed to persist 
due to their advantage when rare and disadvantage when common. 
Previous work has shown that catabolic function of the laboratory-evolved 
populations from the long-term evolution experiment decrease over time due to 
antagonistic pleiotropy (Cooper and Lenski 2000; Cooper et al. 2001; Cooper 
2002). However, it is difficult to distinguish if this observation is due to a few 
mutations of strong effect or if beneficial mutations display antagonistic pleiotropy 
in general. One study specifically focused on pleiotropic effects of beneficial 
mutations examined fitness effects of individual adaptive mutations in five 
different environments. Mutations that were beneficial in the selected 
environment tended to be beneficial in others, and although there were 
exceptions, limited antagonistic pleiotropy was observed (Ostrowski et al. 2005; 
Ostrowski et al. 2008). Here, the five beneficial mutations only caused noticeable 
phenotypic differences in - 1 % of the tested external environments, suggesting 
that pleiotropic effects were weak and uncommon (Table 2). However, we 
acknowledge that these environments may represent outliers and that additional 
environments undetected by this approach may affect fitness more subtly. In 
support of this argument, comparing the growth of these strains in additional 
environments demonstrated significant differences among genotypes. In addition, 
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a majority of these environments displayed a gain of function of rtsgp relative to 
the ancestor. These findings demonstrate that although antagonistic pleiotropy 
was observed for a few of the mutations, positive pleiotropy was more common 
overall (Table 1, Figure 3 and 12, Table S2, 3 and S7-15). 
Even less obvious than how mutations interact with the external 
environment is how mutational effects depend on their genetic environment. We 
chose to examine epistasis in two different external environments in depth, DM25 
supplemented with EGTA and guanazole, wherein we observed significant 
epistasis caused by different sets of mutations (Figure 5 & 6). Moreover, the 
forms of epistasis were drastically different in each environment (Figure 7) 
despite appearing qualitatively similar overall (Figure 3). This suggests that the 
epistatic interactions between beneficial mutations that are seemingly unrelated 
can change with the environment. We believe this finding is the first documented 
example of this phenomenon. 
We predicted that knowledge of Escherichia coli metabolic and regulatory 
network information could be exploited to analyze pleiotropic and epistatic 
interactions between mutations and their environment. This allows for these 
observations to be framed as the consequence of testable mechanisms. Here, 
we offer some potential explanations of the physiology producing such 
interactions. EGTA is a chelating agent that likely chelates the Mg++ present in 
DM media. Since Mg++ is a very common co-factor for many biological 
processes, a change in available Mg++ could generate many effects. For 
example, the second mutation in the topA gene (encoding topisomerase IA) has 
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previously been shown to increase DNA supercoiling (Crozat et al. 2005). 
Changes in DNA topology are thought to be adaptive by increasing rRNA levels 
and hence growth rate, and multiple mutations affecting supercoiling have arisen 
during the long-term evolution experiment. Mg++ is required by topoisomerase IA 
for relaxing DNA supercoiling, so reduced Mg++ in the presence of EGTA could 
result in a loss of functionality (Sissi and Palumbo 2009). This mechanism could 
be tested experimentally by varying Mg++ concentration and measuring the extent 
of DNA supercoiling and any changes in relative fitness. 
The fifth, knockout mutation in pykF (encoding pyruvate kinase converts 
PEP into pyruvate) is detrimental alone in the selective environment but 
beneficial in the presence of EGTA. Although this enzyme is part of central 
metabolism, PEP is also involved in the phosphotransferase system (PTS) that 
transports glucose across the membrane (Patel et al. 2006). This mutation could 
be interacting with this environment by pooling PEP. In the first step of the PTS 
phosphorylation cascade, PEP gives a phosphate molecule to enzyme I (E1), 
which requires Mg++. It is possible that the pooling of PEP results in better 
conservation or competition with EGTA for Mg++ resulting in the observed 
increase in fitness relative to the ancestor. This change in the PTS system could 
also result in an increase in glucose transport and provide a competitive 
advantage to this mutant. Since the PTS system has been thoroughly studied in 
E. coli (Meadow et al. 1990, Postma et al. 1993, Saier2001), biochemical or 
genetic experiments could be done to experimentally test this mechanism. 
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Although these examples suggest mechanisms for pleiotropic interactions, 
they offer little explanation for the observed epistatic interactions. However, since 
the external environment has been demonstrated to influence the observed 
epistasis, the pleiotropic effects could be related. For example, the mutant sgp in 
the EGTA environment displays synergistic epistasis. The fourth mutation, 
denoted glmS, has previously been demonstrated to be an insertion mutation 
resulting in approximately a 9% reduction in glmU and glmS expression (Stanek 
et al. 2009). These genes are involved in cell wall biosynthesis and it is 
hypothesized that this reduced expression could be beneficial in the original 
evolution conditions due to the reduced demand for peptidoglycan and 
lipopolysaccharide that accompanied the observed increase in cell size over time 
(Stanek et al. 2009). A potential side effect of PTS system dysregulation caused 
by ApykF is excessive glucose transport that disrupts cellular integrity. If 
increased glucose transport could be balanced by an increase in cell size from 
the glmS mutation, the combination of these mutations could be beneficial. It is 
also interesting that the pykF mutation is detrimental under selective conditions, 
potentially due to the unregulated transport resulting in cell lysis. However, the 
presence of EGTA and chelation of Mg++ may counteract this by providing much 
needed additional regulation. Biochemical experiments testing effects of 
combined mutations on glucose transport under varying Mg++ concentrations 
would be necessary to evaluate these mechanisms. We acknowledge that 
additional interactions could be explained using the extensive knowledge of E. 
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coli metabolic and regulatory system but explaining the surprising number of 
higher-order interactions will likely prove more challenging. 
Most of the 18 significant epistatic interactions in both focal environments 
involved two or more mutations, suggesting that higher-order epistasis is 
common in this system. Epistasis also tended to be antagonistic in both external 
environments. Interestingly, da Silva et al. 2009 found similar patterns in the 
epistasis between amino acid sites within the same coding sequence. However, 
their explanation relied on the close proximity of these mutations. Sanjuan and 
Elena (2006) argued that antagonistic epistasis is expected to dominate as 
alleles become more physically concentrated, i.e. within compact genomes such 
as viruses or within the same coding sequence, due to the increased likelihood of 
the mutations influencing the same function module. However, here we 
demonstrate that antagonistic epistasis between distant loci still dominates in the 
genome of E. coli. Since some of the five mutations displayed antagonistic 
pleiotropy (tradeoffs between environments), compensatory epistasis could 
dominate due to the need for strong compensatory interactions to exist. However 
we do not favor this explanation since in the EGTA environment, none of the five 
of the mutations are detrimental and decompensatory antagonistic epistasis 
dominates the form of epistasis observed. As a result, seemingly unrelated 
genetic or metabolic processes and distal loci may be more interconnected than 
previously thought. 
Since certain epistatic interactions were only significant under particular 
environmental conditions, the fitness landscapes reflect what types of 
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interactions are present (Figure 5, 6 & 11). For example, in the guanazole 
environment the spoT mutation was detrimental causing many adaptive steps 
involving this mutation to be maladaptive (Figure 11). This fact also explains why 
compensatory epistasis was the most common in this environment (Figure 7). In 
addition, the negative higher-order epistasis restricted adaptation of genotypes 
with more than three mutations regardless of spoT being present or not (Figure 
10, Figure S1). In the EGTA environment, similar patterns in the fitness 
landscape can be explained by the forms of epistasis present (Figure 8, 11). As a 
result, how an organism adapts to a new environment appears to be largely 
defined by the epistatic interactions that may exist. For example, the fate of a 
new mutation can depend on how well it meshes with the existing genetic 
networks and evolutionary history. In addition, subtle changes in the external 
environment, like seasonality, could allow mutations that do not mesh well with 
the existing framework to persist (fluctuations in GxGxE interactions). These 
results suggest that changes in epistasis due to the environment could be an 
alternative mechanism to allow the maintenance of variation and explain 
negative-frequency-dependent selection. However, these findings are irrelevant if 
epistasis is rare. The fact that epistatic interactions were commonly observed in a 
variety of different external environments illustrates how important epistasis could 
be (Figure 12). 
Epistasis must cause a deviation of the observed phenotype from the 
expected to be observed. We commonly assume that epistasis will result in 
dramatic antagonistic or synergistic effects if present. However, the lack of an 
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observation may in fact be more interesting in terms of understanding how 
organisms adapt to new environments. For example, Barrick et al. 2011 found 
that the eventual winners of an evolving population of E. coli was not due to 
strong synergistic epistasis between two beneficial mutations but rather the lack 
of strong antagonistic epistasis. This antagonistic epistasis prevented certain 
mutants to eventually lose despite being more fit compared to the eventual 
winners present in the population. We observe a similar phenomenon in both 
environments where epistasis commonly alleviated antagonism between the 
mutations rather than produce synergy. In addition, the EGTA environment 
allowed for positive higher-order epistasis to exist among the mutations and 
achieved the highest observed fitness observed for the rtsgp mutant despite the 
many decompensatory epistatic interactions between mutations. As a result, the 
actual distribution of beneficial mutations in an adaptive walk or in a population in 
general may be heavily influenced by the specific environment (GxGxE). 
In summary, combinations of both phenotypic plasticity and epistasis can 
heavily influence how an organism adapts to a new environment (GxGxE). 
Although the five mutations examined here would not likely occur in these new 
environments, these results exemplify how GxGxE interactions can greatly 
influence which trajectories are selectively accessible during an adaptive walk. 
As a result, the fate of a mutation depends on its effect on organismal fitness and 
antagonistic epistasis with preexisting mutations. The fact that antagonistic 
epistasis was commonly observed between environments lends support to this 
argument. In addition, this research seems to disagree with previous studies 
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demonstrating that antagonistic pleiotropy was the likely explanation for the 
original observation of decreased catabolic function in these experimentally 
evolved E. coli populations (Cooper et al. 2001). We provide additional support 
that positive pleiotropy is in fact more common (Ostrowski et al. 2005). We 
suggest that the appearance of antagonistic epistasis among previously acquired 
mutations in new environments (GxG) rather than antagonistic pleiotropy (GxE) 
may explain the average decrease in catabolic function of experimentally evolved 
populations. For example, it is possible that a mutant only containing a large 
number of beneficial mutations would allow researchers to replicate the decrease 
in catabolic function, despite the individual mutations exhibiting positive 
pleiotropy alone. This work also provides future directions to test candidate 
mechanisms of interactions that could help predict what kind of interactions (GxG 
and GxE) may appear when an organism is introduced into a new environment 
and, by extension, what kind of adaptive trajectories are available. 
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Figure S1. Correlation between the magnitude of epistasis and the predicted fitness of the 
genotypes that varies with the presence / absence of specific adaptive mutations with DM25 
supplemented with 3 mg/mL guanazole. 
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Arbs, spoT, ApykF 




spo T, glm US, ApykF 
Arbs, top A, spo T, glmUS 
Arbs, top A, spo T, ApykF 
Arbs, top A, glm US, ApykF 
Arbs, spo T, glmUS, ApykF 
topA, spo T,glmUS, ApykF 
Arbs, top A, spo T, glmUS, Aj 
Arbs, topA, spo T,glmUS,p) 
Arbs added to ancestor 
(REL606) 
topA added to ancestor 
(REL606) 
spoT added to ancestor 
(REL606) 
glmUS added to ancestor 
(REL606) 
ApykF added to ancestor 
(REL606) 
spoT*nc added to TC834 
spoT added to TC720 
Arbs added to TC640 
Arbs added to TC1091 
spoT added to TC712 
P1 transduction of rbs to 
TC 1004a 
Apy/cFaddedtoTC712 
spoT added to TC640 
spoT added to TC1091 
ApykF added to TC640 
Isolated from LT experiment 
spoT*nc added to TC941 
ApykF added to TC960a 
Arbs added to TC937a 
Arbs added to TC 1092 
ApykF added to TC949 
P1 transduction of rbs to 
TC941 
ApykF added to TC628 
spoT*nc added to TC977b 
ApykF added to TC937 
Isolated from LT experiment 
ApykF added to TC834 
spot""0 added to TC842 
ApykF added to TC957a 
P1 transduction of rbs to 
TC842 
ApykF added to TC941 
Isolated from LT experiment 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Eight independent constructs have 
indistinguishable fitness 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
lllumma whole genome sequencing 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
1016 complement of 1015 b (from same 
sucrose plate, but no pykf ev) compare to 
960 a 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Paired isolate without the mutation retained 
original fitness 
Paired isolate without the mutation retained 
original fitness 
1025 complement of 1024 a,b,c, (from 
same sucrose plate, but no pykf ev) 
compare to 628 
Paired isolate without the mutation retained 
original fitness 
*pykF reversion 
1050a, bfrom 1023a spoT, glmUS 
1050a and b did not restore fitness to 937 
lllumma whole genome sequencing 
*pykF reversion 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
*pykF reversion 
Reversion of added allele restored fitness to 
original value 
Fitness not significantly different from 
TC842 
lllumma whole genome sequencing 
*Gene/gene region names refer to evolved alleles unless otherwise noted. 
-Adapted from T. Cooper. 
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Table S3. Absolute fitness of mutant alleles compared to the ancestor in DM25 + 
guanazole. 













































































































































































































































































































Table S6. Analyses of variance of mutant strains of E. coli in different external 
































































± randomly selected environments not included in the Biolog analysis. 
Table S7. Growth in the presence of 1.25% (3-methyl-D-glucoside. Post-hoc comparisons 












































Table S8. Growth in the presence of 0.5 mM 3-0-p-D-galactopyranosyl-D-arabinose. Post-
hoc comparisons among mutants to identify homogeneous groupings were conducted using 
Tukey's test. 






































Table S9. Growth in the presence of 50 pM Ara-Ser. Post-hoc comparisons among mutants 











































Table S10. Growth in the presence of 100 pM Trp-Ser. Post-hoc comparisons among 











































Table S11. Growth in the presence of 12 pg/mL piperacillin. Post-hoc comparisons among 











































Table S12. Growth in the presence of 100 pM sodium orthovanadate. Post-hoc 












































Table S13. Growth at 40°C. Post-hoc comparisons among mutants to identify homogeneous 










































Table S14. Growth in the presence of 32 pg/mL novobiocin. Post-hoc comparisons among 










































Table S15. Growth in the presence of 10 mM sodium nitrite. Post-hoc comparisons among 
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